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ABSTRACT 
This article makes a brief introduction about common operation modes, range of 
application and features of financial leasing, sets forth the current development status 
of Chinese local government platforms as well as their great demand of capital, and 
also specially puts stress on analysis of feasibility and significance of Chinese 
financial leasing corporations, especially non-banking leasing corporations, offering 
equipment financing service for infrastructure projects borne by the local government 
platforms. Meanwhile, the article discusses and analyzes some basic principles of risk 
control which should be followed by the financial leasing corporations when they 
involve in the infrastructure projects borne by the local government platforms. By 
writing this article, the writer hopes it will help Chinese financial leasing corporation 
share appropriate profits from the infrastructure projects making sure of security of 
their own capital without increasing financial risk, and also gives a hint to risk control 
and exploit of new fields made by Chinese financial leasing enterprises. 
    In the article, the writer gives many suggestions on risk control and project 
evaluation that are supposed to be followed while the financial leasing corporations 
work with the local government platforms. Combining actual work experience, the 
writer elaborates the details as well as evaluation process of a financial leasing 
corporation working with a local government platform on offering financing service 
for certain water supply engineering, and explains how the suggested methods be 
adopted in practice in a simple way. In this case, the write uses a few financial 
analysis methods such as professional analysis on financial report data based on 
accountancy and forecast of future cash flow based on corporation finance, etc. 
Accounting and financial acknowledges got from the writer’s MBA career are well 
adopted in practice. 
Through argumentation, analysis and exemplification by this article, the write 















financial leasing into the infrastructure projects will, on one hand, ease the great 
financial pressure in large scale infrastructure projects borne by the local government 
platform and promote the urbanization construction, on the other hand it will enrich 
and exploit the service fields which Chinese financial leasing corporations can involve 
in, getting a new profit growth point. Therefore, Chinese financial leasing 
corporations and local government platforms have a wide cooperation prospect in 
future. 
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赁公司近 560 余家，比 2011 年增加近 300 家，其中外资租赁企业达 460 家，比
2011 年的 210 家增加 250 家，增长达一倍以上；目前总注册资本超过 1500 亿元，
总资产规模超过 1.3 万亿元，比 2007 年增长了 30 多倍；2012 年融资租赁合同
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图 2-1 简单融资租赁交易关系示意图 
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图 2-2 联合租赁交易关系示意图 
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